Banner® 8x to 9 Upgrade Services
with Private Cloud Computing

ERP Upgrade and Cloud Migration Services for Higher Education Institutions

Experience a Smooth Transition to Banner® 9
And Realize the Benefits of Private Cloud Computing
ERP Upgrade Expertise

Aspect Consulting can help you smoothly upgrade to Banner® 9, and help
you affordably leverage Private Cloud computing services to more cost
effectively meet the sizable hardware needs required by the upgrade. We can
help you provide a better path to reliability, redundancy, scalability, and overall
technology innovation going forward.

Banner 9 Upgrade Services
Aspect consultants will ensure a smooth transition to Banner 9, providing the project
management, technical and functional resources to:
 Identify technical environment needs and execute an
efficient upgrade plan tailored to your institutions needs.
 Install and configure the software/hardware and services
required by Banner 9, including Oracle 12c.
 Conduct business process needs analysis across functional
areas, and coordinate and plan for training.

Private Cloud Configuration
The Banner 9 upgrade presents the perfect opportunity to make the move to and
realize the benefits of private cloud computing. Aspect will
 Manage the Cloud Transition: Aspect utilizes a leading
IaaS provider of off-premise dedicated private cloud
services, with experience providing services to higher
learning institutions.
 Provide Configuration Services: Aspect provides the
resources to set up and configure the necessary servers
within the new hosted environment.

Ongoing Environment Support
Aspect can provide ongoing support of your cloud-based ERP environment, providing:


Database Administration: provide remote monitoring,
utilizing Aspect’s value added services for issue and
performance monitoring, perform routine database
administration, performance tuning, and backup and
recovery services.



Application Support: provide troubleshooting of vendor
issues, application performance, custom application
development, and data integration services as requested.

Aspect Consulting has built a strong
competency in providing expert services that
drive successful Banner 9 implementations.


Proven Upgrade Process
We have a vetted, proven upgrade plan
for installing and configuring Banner 9 and
its supporting utilities and certifications,
successfully utilized at multiple institutions.



Expert Upgrade Team
We have built a team of technical and
functional experts skilled in providing
services that ensure your upgrade is
completed efficiently.

Private Cloud Benefits
Dedicated, Secure Hardware
Dedicated servers are privately utilized by
you in a fully protected, managed data center,
alleviating any security compliance concerns
associated with public configurations.

Protection Against Disaster
You realize a fully redundant environment,
with no maintenance downtime, improved
load balancing, and faster recovery
timeframes, for less resource and cost outlay
than a traditional in-house configuration.

Lower Total Cost of Ownership
Private cloud deployments are fess expensive
than large public cloud providers, and the
virtualization, resilience, and redundancy of a
private cloud help you reallocate resource s
more efficiently, realize operational savings
and flexibly respond to future needs.
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